Secondary SCNT doubles the pre-implantation development rate of reconstructed interspecies embryos by using cytoplasts of Sannen dairy goat ova.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether ova of Sannen goat could support the pre-implantation development of interspecies embryos constructed through somatic cell nucleus transfer (SCNT) embryos and whether secondary SCNT (SSCNT) could improve the pre-implantation development of those embryos. The primary SCNT (PSCNT) embryos were produced by using Sannen goat ovum cytoplasts as recipients and fibroblast cells, derived from human, rabbit and Boer goat skins, as nucleus donors. The blastomeres of 8 to 16 cells stage of PSCNT embryos were subsequently used as nucleus donor cells and Sannen goat ovum cytoplasts as recipients to evaluate the effect of SSCNT on the pre-implantation development rate of these reconstructed interspecies embryos. Our results indicate that the pre-implantation development rates of SSCNT embryos reconstructed using these three different blastomeres are almost twice of that of corresponding PSCNT embryos (human, 15.8% vs. 7.8%; rabbit, 27.9% vs. 12.5%; Boer goat 55.3% vs. 24.5%; P < 0.05 in all three cases). The time durations that embryos need for the serial events of remodeling and reprogramming to take place vary, depending on the animal species of nucleus donors. These data suggest that remodeling and reprogramming of donor nucleus may be enhanced by prolonged exposure of donor nucleus to maternal cytoplast. We conclude that Sannen goat cytoplast can support the pre-implantation development of embryos constructed with nuclei from various donors, including fibroblasts of human, rabbit and Boer goat; and the somatic nucleus derived from different species requires more time to achieve its reprogramming necessary for pre-implantation development.